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PREFACE
This document is the final report of the Generic Mission study
(Mission Specifications for Three Generic Mission Classes) performed by
the General Electric Company'sSpace Division for the Langley Research
Center. The study was performed under contract NAS1-15642.
The report presents a sun_naryof all work completed by General Electric
in chart form, with additional data and commentarypresented where appropriate.
The major output of the study, the generic mission specifications, is
included as a detachable appendix at the end of the report.
The effort which culminated in this report was accomplished by
several engineering staff membersat General Electric. Key roles were played
by AI Alvarado_ who originated muchof the mission and measurementsrequire-
ments data, and by John Conrad, who surveyed and defined candidate sensor
concepts. For further information on this study methodology and results,
either of the following persons should be contacted:
William T. Davis
Technical Representative
Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665
Tel. (804) 827-3666
A1 Braunwarth
Study Manager
General Electric Space Division
Philadelphia, PA 19101
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I. INTRODUCTIONA DSUMMARY
Successful utilization of the nation's space capabilities in
the 1990s and beyondwill require that missions be designed to meet
the needs of their intended beneficiaries. In the earth resources
and environmental discipline area, this meansthat measurement
systems sent aloft must satisfy the spatial, spectral, and temporal
requirements of a wide range of users. Further, the sensing systems
must satisfy these requirements in a cost-effective manner that takes
maximumadvantage of cormaonequipment and economiesof scale. This
study provides a first step toward that end by defining generic mission
concepts that satisfy a broad spectrum of earth resources and environ-
mental mission objectives.
The intent of this study is to generate mission specifications
for three generic mission classes to provide a baseline for definition
and analysis of Data Acquisition Platform (DAP) system concepts. The
mission specifications define compatible groupings of sensors that satisfy
specific earth resources and environmental mission objectives. The
driving force behind the definition of sensor groupings is mission need;
platform and STSconstraints are of secondary importance.
The three generic mission classes are: (I) low earth orbit
sun-synchronous; (2) geosynchronous; and (3) non-sun-synchronous, non-
geosynchronous. These missions are chosen to provide a variety of
sensor complementsand implementation concepts. Eachmission specifi-
cation relates mission categories, mission objectives, measured parameters,
and candidate sensors to orbits and coverage, operations compatibility,
and platform fleet size. The mission definitions developed in this
study are undoubtedly subject to modification, revision, and updating,
but at this point in time they establish a documentedbaseline for
future mission and systems definition activities.

OBJECTIVEANDAPPROACH
OBJECTIVE/DELIVERABLES - Three missions are defined and documented in
a Final Report. An Implementation Plan was submitted in the first
week of the study and is included as Appendix C. (p.3)
APPROACH - Six steps lead from mission objectives to mission definitions. (p
SCHEDULE - The six steps of the approach are six tasks scheduled for
performance in December 1978 and January 1979. A preliminary Final Report it
scheduled for February_ with final submitted in mid-April. (p.5)
PLANNED ACTIVITY TO MIDTERM - the first month's activity includes
preparation of the Implementation Plan and performance of study tasks
i, 2, 3, and part of 4. (p.6)
SECOND MONTH ACTIVITY - The second month is devoted to perfo_nance
of the latter part of task 4 and tasks 5 and 6. (p.7)
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STUDY SUMMARY
SENSOR IDENTIFICATION - Earth resources and environmental mission
categories each present numerous measurement requirements which may
be unique to that category or common to two or mote caregories. The
measurement requirements define measurements which may in turn be
unique or common. A finite number of sensors satisfies requirements
for the full set of mission categories. (p.9)
METHODOLOGY - Measurement requirements and sensor performance are
matched across a spectrum of operating parameters to define candidate
sensors. (p.10)
RELATIONSHIPS OF PARAMETERS - Various parameters impact different
aspects of mission definition. Spectral parameters have little effect
on orbit or operations. Spatial and temporal parameters primarily
affect altitude. Targets and sensitivities affect orbit, while targets,
pointing, and EMR affect operations. Sensor size, shape, and accommo-
dation requirements affect mission feasibility, along with military/
political restrictions and installation/maintenance requirements. (p. ll)
KEY OPERATING PARAMETERS - Sensor/measurement type, spectral, spatial,
and mission performance are the key operating parameters. (p.12)
OPERATIONAL COMPATIBILITY - Sensor to orbit compatibilities and sensor
to sensor compatibilities are established. (p.13)
MISSION DESCRIPTIONS - Mission feasibility is assessed and mission
specifications are prepared. (p.14)
GENERIC MISSIONS - Three generic missions are defined. Complete mission
specifications appear in Appendix B. (p.15)
MISSION SUMMARIES - Sensors are assigned to missions through analysis of
measurement requirements. Detailed traceability to mission categories is
provided in the mission specifications, Appendix B. (p.16)
The generic missions developed in this study are a first step in defining
potential DAP missions. Further iterations using the methodology devel-
oped during this study are recommended.
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II. MISSION OBJECTIVES DEFINITION (TASK i)
A mission objectives baseline for the earth resources and
environmental area has been developed in a number of past studies,
most recently the PLACE Study performed by GE for GSFC in 1978.
In addition, the GSS Circa 1995 study performed by JPL has contributed
to this effort. Mission objectives used in the current study have been
extracted from existing sources to the maximum feasible extent.
The mission objectives are analyzed for knowledge objectives
and measurement requirements, expressed in terms of the spatial,
spectral_ and temporal parameters of the key requirements set.
17

MISSIONCATEGORIESANDOBJECTIVES
MISSION CATEGORIES - Earth resources and environmental missions fall
into ii categories. (p.19)
MISSION OBJECTIVES - Each mission category includes a variety of mission
objectives. (p.20 to p.30)
18
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MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS DERIVATION - Following a top-down approach_ the knowledge
requirements associated with each mission objective are determined.
Measurement requirements are then stated in terms of the key operating
parameters identified on p.12. (p.32)
KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTS LIST - The combined knowledge objectives list
includes requirements from all mission categories. Many requirements
pertain to more than one mission category. (p.33)
SPECTRAL SENSING PARAMETERS - Measurement requirements corresponding to
key parameters on p.12 are coded to facilitate tabulation. (p.34)
SPECTRAL MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS VS. KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTS - Matrix
intersections define measurement parameters. The complete table for
Ii mission categories and 55 knowledge requirements appears in
Appendix A. (p.35)
SPATIAL/TEMPORAL MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS - Measurement requirements
corresponding to key parameters on p.12 are coded to facilitate
tabulation. (p.36)
SPATIAL/TEMPORALMEASUREMENT PARAMETERS VS. KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTS -
Matrix intersections define measurement requirements. The complete
table for ii mission categories and 55 knowledge requirements appears
in Appendix A. (p.37)
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III. CANDIDATE SENSORS (TASK 2)
Numerous sensor concepts for future earth resources and
environmental applications have been suggested in studies such as
PLACE and GSS Circa 1995. These concepts are used in the current
study to form the basis for generic sensor categories whose perfor-
mance spans the full range of the key operating parameters.
39

SENSORCONCEPTS
PRELIMINARY SENSOR CONCEPTS -A variety of sources provide p_eliminary
sensor concepts. (p. 41)
SENSOR CONCEPTS AND CHARACTERISTICS - Each sensor is analyzed for key
spatial and spectral operating parameters. Complete tables for active
and passive, optical and microwave sensors appear in Appendix A. (p.42)
PASSIVE SENSORS - 28 generic passive optical and microwave sensors
are derived from the preliminary sensor concepts (Nos. I - 28). (p.43)
ACTIVE SENSORS - 18 generic active optical and microwave sensors are
derived from the preliminary sensor concepts (Nos. 30-47). (p.44)
SPECIAL SENSORS AND CHARACTERISTICS - Special sensors include data
collection platforms, field sensors, and particle/plasma sensors.
Specific performance values are TBD at this time. (p.45)
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SENSOR CATEGORIES
SENSOR CATEGORIZATION - Measurement requirements and sensor performance
are compared in the spectral and spatial areas. Categories are sized
according to measurement demands and performance availabilities. (p.47)
SPECTRAL PERFORMANCE - Spectral measurement requirements are compared
with generic sensor concepts to determine sensor spectral performance
categories. (p.48)
SPATIAL PERFORMANCE - Spatial measurement requirements are compared
with generic sensor concepts to determine sensor spatial performance
categories. (p.49)
SENSOR CATEGORIES - 38 generic sensor categories are identified. (p.50)
SENSOR CATEGORIES-OPTICAL AND SHORTER - The spectral and spatial per-
formance of each sensor category is defined and specific sensor concepts
are identified. Significant performance advances needed are identified
where appropriate. (p.51)
SENSOR CATEGORIES-MICROWAVE AND SPECIAL - The spectral and spatial
performance of each sensor category is defined and specific sensor
concepts are identified. Significant performance advances are
identified when appropriate. (p.52)
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IV. OPERATING REQUIREMENTS (TASK 3)
Remote sensing in the 1990s will involve simultaneous observation
of target areas using a number of sensors operating in a wide variety
of spectral bands, plus a temporal component provided by timely repeat
observation in certain measurement areas. Pixel-to-pixel correlation
of simultaneous and non-simultaneous measurements will be important.
In this way both spectral and temporal signatures will be used to
identify observed properties and phenomena.
A first approximation of the range of measurements to be made
on a mission is obtained by identifying the generic sensors that meet
primary mission objectives and can compatibly operate on the same
platform or platform set. To aid in this identification, a matrix
of sensor operating requirements is developed. This matrix includes
quantitative data where possible and qualitative data when necessary.
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REMOTESENSINGANDOPERATINGREQUIREMENTS
A possible analog for future operational remote sensing is found in
the retinex theory of vision. It is presented here as a philosophical
baseline used to establish sensor operating requirements.
RETINEX THEORY OF VISION - As advanced by Edwin H. Land of Polaroid
Corporation, the retinex theory explains the human eye's power to
accurately perceive color under a wide range of lighting conditions.
The eye first determines "lightness" values for monochromatic images
in each of three spectral areas served by cone pigments in the retina,
then combines the three images into a full color image. The "light-
ness"values are established without recourse to a calibration standard
and are corrected for gradations in illumination across the scene.
The exact mechanism for "lightness" determination is not fully
understood. (p.55)
REMOTE SENSING IN THE 1990s - By analogy to the retinex theory, future
remote sensing systems can be expected to make use of selective
processing of multi-spectral data to see the "colors" that provide
information required by the user. Hence, platforms that allow simul-
taneous viewing of target areas by many sensors would seem desirable.
A presently undefined property of future sensors would be the ability
to self-calibrate in the individual spectral areas. (p.56)
Data needed for mission compatibility, operating compatibility, and
mission feasibility assessments in subsequent tasks is generated and
collected in a matrix.
REQUIREMENTS MATRIX - Each generic sensor category is related to
measurement requirements and mission requirements in a large matrix
that also defines orbit parameters, sensor operations, and accommodation
requirements. Orbit, operation, and accommodation data were determined from
mission requirements and sensor descriptions, using subjective judgment
where necessary. The matrix serves as a data base for mission/operation
compatibility analyses and feasibility assessments. The complete matrix
appears in Appendix A. (p.57)
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V. MISSION COMPATIBILITY (TASK 4)
Mission compatibility establishes the capability of a given
sensor to satisfy its measurement requirements in a variety of
operating orbits. Key parameters include altitude, inclination,
repeat cycle, and lighting conditions. Candidate altitudes are low
earth orbit (LEO), mid earth orbit (MEO), and geosynchronous earth
orbit (GEO). Altitude primarily affects spatial resolution, field
of view, and sensor sensitivity as a function of sensor size. Inclin-
ations are polar, sun synchronous, inclined, and equational; inclination
primarily affects extent of ground coverage. Repeat cycles of one
day or more are possible at a variety of altitude/inclination combin-
ations in LEO and MEO; GEO coverage is effectively a daily repeat.
Lighting conditions vary from constant node time (sun synchronous) to
daily repeat (geosynchronous) to long term variation over a precession
cycle (inclined orbits).
For study purposes, LEO is considered to be less than ]I00 nmi
(_2000 kin), and MEO is defined as ii00 to 5000 nmi (-_2000 to ._i0,000
km).
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REPEAT CYCLES AND LIGHTING
REPEAT CYCLES - Ground coverage repeats when the swath pattern on day N
equals the swath pattern on day i. This occurs when an integral number
of orbit revolutions (periods) takes an integral number of earth
revolutions (days), corrected for orbit precession. Lighting conditions
repeat when the node time on day N equals the node time on day I.
This occurs when the orbit has completed a precession cycle, subject
to seasonal variations. (A sun synchronous orbit has an infinite solar
inertial precession period, hence a constant node time.) (p_61)
REPEATING ORBITS (SUN SYNCHRONOUS> - Descrete altitude points yield
repeating orbits with daily or multi-day repeat cycles. Poiuts nearest
to the zero drift lines provide regular swathing patterns. Other
points result in leap-frogging swathing patterns. (For non-sun synchronou_
orbits the array of points moves to the left due to the effec_ts of non-
zero solar inertial orbit precession. (p.62)
DAYLIGHT COVERAGE - It is convenient to use a solar inertial base for
determining lighting effects of orbit precession (a). With Ehis base
a sun synchronous orbit has zero precession rate, or an infinite pre-
cession period. Non-zero orbit precession results in changing sun angle
at a given latitude, including periods of no sun at all. During each
precession cycle of a LEO inclined orbit (b), there is a period of a few
days to a few weeks when northern latitudes cannot be observed in day-
light on either the ascending (up) or descending (down) pass. A similar
situation occurs in the southern latitudes later in the cycle. Sun
synchronous orbits (c) experience only seasonal variations over the
course of a year. A GEO inclined orbit (d) experiences effects similar
to a LEO inclined orbitj but on an annual cycle. Lighting effects on
a GEO mission can be minimized by matching seasonal variations.
Histories of ascending node lighting for three typical orbits are
compared over a year's elapsed time (e). (p.63)
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ORBIT COMPATIBLE SENSORS
ORBIT GROUPS - Sensors are matched to seven altitude/inclination
combinations, according to the orbit and lighting requirements shown
in Table A-5 (columns 5, 7-10). (p.65)
SUN SYNCHRONOUS SENSORS - Ten sensors prefer sun synchronous orbits,
either for constant lighting conditions or to complement sensors that
require constant lighting conditions. (p.66)
POLAR ORBIT SENSORS - Thirteen sensors that provide whole earth
coverage and are not sensitive to lighting conditions can utilize
polar orbits. These include five sensors without specific mission
requirements. (p.67)
INCLINED ORBIT SENSORS - Twenty-three sensors that provide less than
whole earth coverage can utilize inclined orbits. In the case of
sensors with specific lighting requirements, more than one platform
may be required. Five sensors without specific mission requLrements
are included. (p.68)
GEO-SYNCHRONOUS SENSORS - Three sensors that can operate at geo-
synchronous altitudes are identified. (p.69)
DAILY REPEAT REQUIREMENTS - Multiple platforms are required for daily
coverage if medium or high resolution coverage is required, or if
both morning and afternoon coverage is required. (p.70)
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MISSION GROUPS
Sensors are assigned to the three generic mission classes specified
in the SOW for this study according to their compatibility/desirability
for each class. Mission parameters such as altitude, inclination,
and fleet size are matched with sensor parameters such as field of view
and spatial resolution in order to meet temporal and coverage require-
ments listed in Table A-5.
SUN SYNCHRONOUS MISSION - LEO sun synchronous sensors, LEO polar
sensors, and some LEO inclined sensors are combined on six sun
synchronous platforms. (p.72)
GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION - All three geosynchronous compatible sensors
are flown on four geosynchronous platforms. (p.73)
NON-SUN SYNCHRONOUS_ NO N-GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION - LEO inclined sensors
are combined on a single platform in a 60 ° orbit. (p.74)
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VI. SENSOR COMPLEMENTS COMPATIBILITY (TASK 5)
Sensor complements are examined for operating compatib_ lity
within their mission groups. Key parameters are duty cycle, viewing,
and EMI. No apparent duty cycle conflicts are uncovered, but potential
viewing and EMI conflicts exist. None of these conflicts is considered
unresolvable, however, and the mission groups established in Task 4
are left unaltered.
i
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T

SENSOR COMPATIBILITY
SUN SYNCHRONOUS MISSION - Potential conflicts exist with limb sounding
and off-track viewing. Solutions involve orbit selection and off-
track swath matching. (p.77)
GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION - Potential conflict involves EMI tha_ should
be amenable to design solution. (p.78)
NON-SUN-SYNCHRONOUS 2 NON-GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION - Potential uonflict
with off-track viewing can be solved with swath matching. (p.79)
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Vll. MISSION DEFINITION (TASK 6)
Mission groups are examined for mission feasibility in the
1990-2000 time frame. Key areas of concern are physical and functional
accommodation of sensor complements on common platforms and installation,
maintenance_ and on-orbit operations. No patently unrealistic mission
requirements appear to exist, although the mission groups present a
number of challenges. Pointing and stability of large sensors on
common platforms require advances in attitude control and platform
form/figure control, particularly for geosynchronous observations.
High power and data handling capabilities are required. Laser/lidar
radiation hazards must be controlled. The STS must be upgraded to
achieve higher LEO altitudes and sun-synchronous inclinations. An
orbit transfer vehicle (OTV) is needed for geosynchronous operations
and some LEO work. All of these advances are technically achievable
by the 1990s_ given the national will to continue with a reasonably
effective space program.
Mission specifications have been generated for the three generic
mission classes. They are included as Appendix B of this report.
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MISSIONFEASIBILITY
SUN SYNCHRONOUS MISSION - Pointing and stability, power and data,
laser/lidar radiation, and transportation to high sun synchronous
LEO are mission feasibility concerns. All appear achievable in the
1990-2000 time frame. (p.83)
GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION - Fine pointing and stability, power and data,
and transportation to GEO are mission feasibility concerns. The
greatest challenge is pointing and stability for high resolution ground
coverage. (p.84)
NON-SUN-SYNCHRONOUS, NON-GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION - Pointing, pk_wer
and data, laser/lidar radiation, and transportation to high L_O are
mission feasibility concerns. All appear achievable in the 1990-2000
time frame. (p.85)
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MISSION SPECIFICATIONS
MISSION SPECIFICATION - Overall mission requirements and individual
sensor requirements are contained in each mission specification. (p.87)
SUN SYNCHRONOUS MISSION - Nineteen sensors are assigned to the sun-
synchronous mission. Eleven additional sensors may be included if
mission requirements are established. (p.88)
GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION - Three sensors are assigned to the geosynchronous
mission. Three additional sensors may be included if mission require-
ments are established. (p.89)
NON-SUN-SYNCHRONOUS, NON-GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSION - Nine sensors are
assigned to the non-sun-synchronous, non-geosynchronous mission.
Eleven additional sensors may be included if mission requirements are
established. (p.90)
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Vlll. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Generic Mission Specification Study has developed _ unique
methodology for relating mission requirements to sensor capabilities
through consideration of key spectral and spatial parameters. This
methodology can be extended to additional parameters and can be
adapted to various levels of data definition. At the coarse screen
level addressed in this study_ significant understanding of future
sensor requirements is obtained.
The study has defined three generic missions that satisfy a
broad range of earth resources and environmental measurement objectives.
While no attempt has been made to optimize parameters such as altitude,
inclination, repeat cycle, field of view, and fleet size_ the generic
missions present reasonable solutions to mission requirements. The
three missions appear feasible for the 1990-2000 time frame.
The study was performed under severe resource limitatiens, with
the inevitable result that data developed in the study are in places
incomplete and inconsistent. We recommend that additional resources
be made available so that the data can be reiterated and upgraded.
Two alternate missions were considered and dropped: a GEO
mission with a 30 ° inclination, matched to seasonal lighting variations,
that provides polar coverage and precludes the orbit eccentricity
required for GEOSAR; and a MEO mission with a 60° inclination that
performs most non-sun-synchronous_ non-geosynchronous mission functions
plus some sun synchronous mission functions. We recommend that additional
resources be made available to consider these and other mission
alternatives.
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CONCITJSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS - The study has provided a flrst
cut at defining earth resources and environmental missions fc,r the
1990-2000 time frame. Additional resources are needed to refine
study results and extend its applicability. (p.93)
PREFERRED MISSION - The sun synchronous mission appears to offer the
best baseline for DAP systems definition. (p.94)
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MISSION SPECIFICATION
Sun Synchronous Mission
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document describes a generic sun synchronous mission that has been developed
to satisfy a broad range of objectives in the earth resources and environmental
discipline areas. The sensors that are assigned to this mission have been
selected through an analysis of measurement requirements and have been examined
for compatibility with the mission and with each other. The resul_ing mission
emphasizes timely coverage of abrupt events and transient phenomena.
The following sensors are assigned to this mission:
Primary Secondary Supplemental
Sensor Platform Platform Platform
Spectral Mapper
Stereo Mapper
Radar Mapper
Synthetic Aperture Radar
IR Mapper
MMWave Surface Mapper
Lidar Mapper
Radar Altimeter
Laser Altimeter
Microwave Scatterometer
VIS-IR Limb Sounder
VIS-IR Vertical Sounder
Microwave Limb Sounder
Microwave Vertical Sounder
Lidar Sounder
IR Sounder
Radar Sounder
IR Detector
IR Pointable Detector
X X X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X X
X
X
The following sensors may be included if mission requirements are established:
UVMapper
Lidar Spectrometer
Laser Scatterometer
Laser Sounder
UV Limb Sounder
MH z Radar Sounder
X-ray Detector
_-ray Detector
DCP Interrogator
EUV Detector
Field/Plasma Sensors
S-I
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2.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS
The following requirements pertain to the mission as a whole and _efine the
characteristics of the mission and its implementing elements.
2.1 MISSION OBJECTIVES
The generic sun synchronous mission meets requirements for freque_it coverage
of abrupt events and transient phenomena. Additional objectives that can
benefit from the data and coverage provided are included as appropriate. The
mission is designed to provide high resolution coverage on daily end 5-day
cycles, and wide field coverage on a daily and twice daily basis. The mission
has been assigned a relatively high altitude to minimize orbit de_;ay for large
platforms with low ballistic coefficients. Most platforms in the mission are
located in a common orbit plane to facilitate deployment and servicing.
2.2 MISSION PARAMETERS
The mission uses a sun synchronous orbit at an altitude of 955 nmJ (1770 km)
O
and an inclination of 103.6 . This orbit provides a 5 day repeat cycle with
59 revolutions. Complete coverage of the earth (except for the poles) is
obtained every 5 days by sensors whose total field of view is 22 °o Complete
O
daily coverage is obtained by sensors whose total field of view is 78 .
A primary platform carrles a full complement of wide field of view (78 °)
sensors for daily coverage and narrow field of view (22 °) sensors for 5 day
coverage. Four secondary platforms carry partial complements of narrow field
(22 °) sensors. The secondary platforms are located in the same ori)it plane
as the primary platform; two of them lead the primary platform by 72° and 144 °
T
Z
r --
2
respectively, and two of them trail the primary platform by the sa_ne amounts.
Hence the five platforms together provide complete daily coverage _ith narrow
field of view (22 °) sensors.
S-2

The primary and secondary platforms are located in an orbit that provides
morning coverage (,-_ 9:00 a.m.). A supplemental platform carryin_ a partial
complementof wide field of view (78°) sensors is located in an orbit that
provides afternoon coverage (_-_3:00 p.m.). The primary and supplemental
platforms together provide twice daily coverage.
2.3 OPERATIONS
Passive optical sensors on all platforms generally operate during the daylight
portion of each orbit. Exceptions are far-IR sensors that may operate both
day and night, yielding twice-daily coverage. Microwave and active optical
sensors may do likewise. A VIS-IR limb sounder operates during t!e night
portion of each orbit, looking toward the back-lighted limb of th< earth.
2.4 INSTALLATION
Platforms and sensors will be installed in orbit in accordance wiLh STS
capabilities and practices existing in the 1990s. These may incl_de direct
injection, modular buildup, and orbit transfer activitieso Provision should
=
2
Z
be made for sensor additions, modifications, or replacements, perlormed either
on orbit or by means of retrieval and reflight.
2.5 MAINTENANCE
Platforms and sensors will be maintained during their operating lifetime in
accordance with STS capabilities and practices existing in the 19_i_0s.
Maintenance will be accomplished either on orbit or by means of rLtrieval and
ref light.
3.0 SENSOR REQUIREMENTS
The following requirements pertain to the individual sensors incll_ded in the
mission. Sensor descriptions and operating parameters are traced to mission
objectives and measurement requirements.
S-3

3. i SPECTRALMAPPER
A spectral mapper provides multispectral imagery in the visible-l!l range.
Two versions of the sensor are included in the generic sun synchronous mission:
a narrow field of view (22°) mapper that provides high resolution imagery,
and a wide field of view (78°) mapper that provides mediumresolu! ion imagery.
The narrow field mapper flies on the primary and secondary platforms, pro-
O
viding daily coverage of the earth to within ii of the poles. Tle wide field
mapper flies on the primary and supplemental platforms, providing twice-daily
coverage of the earth including the poles.
O
HI RES SPECT MAP (22 FOV)
Fish Location & Dist.
Ocean Pollution
Oil Spill Surveillance
River/lake Pollution
Structure/Flow Damage
WATER RESOURCES
& OCEAN
Daily
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY
Daily
Dally
Daily
D!SASTER PREDIC_ I_i
& ASSESSMENT
Daily
g
g
7
!
WIDE FIELD SPECT MAP (78 ° FOV)
CAT
KNOWL REq'T _ AGRICULTURE
Vegetation Ident 90 days
Vegetation Dist. 90 days
Plant Stress 15 days
Soil Moisture
Soil Surface Comp. Occasionally
RANGE MGT
90 days
90 days
15 days
Occas iona ily
_ORESTRY
Yearly
fearly
J0 days
30 days
_ccasionally
s-4
%
%

!Vegetation Ident
Subsoil Comp
Water Body Chemicals
Plankton Distribution
Red Tides
Storm/Flood Prediction
GEOLOGICAL
RESOURCES
Occasionally
Occasionally
WATER ESOURCES
& OCEAN
5 days
5 days
Daily
DISASTERPRED.
ASSESSMENT
Twice daily
1:3
Y
23
3.2 STEREO MAPPER
A stereo mapper provides monochromatic or polychromatic overlappir_g imagery in
the visible-IR range. Two versions of the sensor are included in the generic
sun synchronous mission: a narrow field of view (22 °) mapper that provides
high resolution imagery, and a wide field of view (78 °) mapper that provides
medium resolution imagery. Both mappers fly on the primary platf<rm, providing
o
high resolution coverage of the earth to within ii of the poles tn a five day
cycle and medium resolution coverage of the earth, including the poles, on a
daily basis.
HI RES STEREO MAPPER (22 ° FOV_
-_--_._._SS CAT RANGE ...... EARTH & OCEAN
KNOWL REQ'T _ MANAGEMENT LAND USE DYNAMICS
Buildings/Structures
Roads/Railroads
Land Topography
Coastal Shoreline Shifts
Occasionally
90 days
90 days
Yearly
i
t
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WIDEFIELD STEREOMAPPER(78° FOV)
MISSCAT
KNOWLREQ' T .. AGRICULTURE
Land Topography
Fishing Patterns
OceanCurrents
Estuary Circulation
Occasionally
WATER ESOURCES
& OCEAN
EARTH& OCEAN
DYNAMICS
Daily
15 days
90 days
3.3 RADARMAPPER
A radar mapper provides all weather imagery in the microwave rang_. A wide
field of view (78° ) fore or aft-looking antenna is flown on the p_[mary plat-
form, providing mediumresolution coverage of the earth_ includin_ the poles,
on a daily basis.
RADARMAP _78° FOV)
MISSCAT
KNOWLREQ'T
Plant Density
Soil Moisture
Standing Timber
AGRICULTURE
15 days
RANGE
MANAGEMENT
15 days
15 days
FO}_TRY
Yes y
Yea y
T
Standing Timber
Ice Formations
OceanPollution
IANDUSE
Year ly
WATER ESOURCES
& OCEAN
5 days
5 days
DIS TER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Daily
3.4 SYNTHETICAPERTURERADAR
A SARprovides all weather imaging in the microwave range. A side-looking
o
antenna with a total field of view of 22 is flown on the primary platform, pro-
viding medium resolution coverage of the earth, including the pole on the antenna
side of the platform and to within 17° of the other pole, on a 5-day cycle.
_6
7_

oSAR (22 FOV)
T
Standing Timber
Geo. Deposits/Formations
FORESTRY
Yearly
GEOLOGICAL
RESOURCES
Occasionally
]AND USE
early
_S CAT
KNOWL REQ'T
Earth Crustal Faults
DYNAMIC S _
30 days
3.5 IRMAPPER
An IR mapper provides daylight and night imaging in the far IR ra1:ge. A
wide field of view (78 °) mapper is flown on the primary platform, providing
coarse resolution coverage of the earth, including the poles, twice e_eh day.
IR MAP (78 ° FOV)
_OWL REq'T
Fresh Water Res Area Dist
Fresh Water Res Depth Dist
WATER RESOURCES
OCEAN
180 days
180 days
N _
g_
) __._
=4T
H
;
= Nz--
®:®
MISS CAT
IKNOWL REQ '
Cloud Temperature/Heat
Earth Radiation Dist
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Twice daily
Daily
WEATHER &
CL!MATE
Twice daily
Daily
AT_DSPHERE
Daily
k
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3.6 MMWAVESURFACEMAPPER
An MMwavesurface mapper provides all weather imaging in the high frequency
(Q,U, W band) microwave region. A wide field of view (78°) mappe_is flown on
the primary and supplemental platforms_ providing mediumresoluti, nmorning
and afternoon coverage of the earth_ including the poles_ on a da_ly basis.
• o
FOV_MISS CAT
KNOWL REQ'T
Storm/Flood Prediction
DISASTER _RED.
& ASSESSMENT
Twice daily
(a.m. & p,m.)
3.7 LIDAR MAPPER
A Lidar mapper provides day and night monochromatic imaging in the visible-IR
o
range. A wide field of view (78) mapper is flown on the primary platform_
providing medium resolution coverage of the earth_ including the poles_ twice
each day.
LIDAR MAP (78 ° FOV_
_MISS CAT
KNOWL REq 'T
Buildings/Structures
Roads/Railroads
Land Topography
AGRICULTURE RANGE MGT LAI_O USE
Occasionally Occasionally
90 days
90 days
CAT
Fishing Patterns
Ocean Currents
Estuary Circulation
Shoreline Shifts
WATER RESOURCES
& OCEAN
Da i ly
EARTH & OCEAN
DYNAMICS
15 days
90 days
Yearly
\
/
/
=
z
=
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3.8 RADARALTIMETER
A radar altimeter provides all weather ranging data in the microw_ve region.
A narrow field of view (22°) altimeter is flown on the primary anL secondary
O
platforms, providing daily coverage of the earth to within ii of the poles.
RADAR ALT (22 ° FOV_
_____S S CAT
KNOWL REO 'T
i
Earthquake Prediction
Wave Characteristics
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Daily
EARTH & OCEAN
DYNAMICS
Daily
3.9 LASER ALTIMETER
A laser altimeter provides day and night ranging data in the visible-IR range.
A narrow field of view (22 °) altimeter is flown on the primary anc! secondary
O
platforms, providing twice-daily coverage of the earth to within ]i of the
po les.
J
q
MISS CAT
KNOWL REO 'T
Land Topography
Tidal Wave Prediction
Earthquake Prediction
Wave Characteristics
Tectonic Movement
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENTLAND USE
90 days
Twice daily
Daily
EARTH & OCEAN
DYnaMICS
Da ily
3t: days
3.10 MICROWAVE SCATTEROMETER
A microwave scatterometer provides all weather reflectance data in the high
frequency (C band and up) microwave region. A narrow field of view (22 °)
S-9
2
=
2
_a

scatterometer is flown on the primary and secondary platforms, pr_viding
daily coverage of the earth to within ii° of the poles.
MIC SCAT (22 ° FOV)
T
!Surface Texture
iSoil Density, Porosity
Sea Surface Wind
GEOLOGICAL
RESOURCES
Occasionally
Occasionally
EARTH & OCEAN
DYNAMICS
Daily
_4
= =
3.11VIS-IR LIMB SOUNDER
A VIS-IR limb sounder provides vertical profiles of atmospheric properties
by viewing the earth's limb while it is back-lighted by the sun. VIS-IR
limb sounders are flown on the primary and supplemental platforms and are
operated during the night portion of each orbit. The sounder on the primary
platform observes the evening limb and the sounder on the supplemental platform
observes the morning limb, providing nearly polar to polar coverage on a twice
daily basis.
VIS-IR LIMB SOUNDER (TBD FOV)
MISS CAT
KNOWL REQ 'T
tropospheric Gases/Aerosols
Pollutant Transport
Pollutant Distribution
Storm/F lood Prediction
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY
Dally
Daily
Daily
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Twice daily
F
z
= ®
L
Z
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3.12 VIS-IR VERTICAL SOUNDER
A VIS-IR vertical sounder provides vertical profiles of atmospheric properties
(3
while viewing downward along the nadir. A wide field of view (78) sounder
is flown on the primary and supplemental platforms, providing twit e daily
(morning and afternoon) coverage of the earth, including the pole_.
VIS-IR VERT SOUNDER (78 ° FOV)
MISS CAT DISASTER PRED.
KNOWL REQ'T _ & ASSESSMENT
Storm/Flood Prediction Twice daily
f
3.13 MICROWAVE LIMB SOUNDER
A microwave limb sounder provides vertical profiles of atmospheric properties
by viewing the earth's limb. Microwave limb sounders are flown or_ the primary
and supplemental platforms and are operated during the night portion of each
orbit to complement the data collected by the VIS-IR limb sounders. The sounde_
on the primary platform observes the evening limb and the sounder on the sup-
plemental platform observes the morning limb, providing nearly polar to polar
coverage on a twice daily basis.
MW LIMB SOUNDER (TBD FOV)
_MISS CAT
KNOWLREQ'T
Storm/Flood Prediction
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Twice daily
3.14 MICROWAVE VERTICAL SOUNDER
A microwave vertical sounder provides vertical profiles of atmospheric properties
while viewing downward along the nadir. A wide field of view (78 u) sounder
is flown on the primary and supplemental platforms, providing twi_=e daily
(morning and afternoon) coverage of the earth, including the pole_, to compleme1_t
the data collected by the VIS-IR vertical sounder.
S-II
z
A
- N
T
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g =
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MW VERT SOUNDER (78°FOV)
MISS CAT
KNOWL REQ 'T
Storm/Flood Prediction
DISASTER PRED. _ f& ASSESSMENT
Twice dai ly J_
i
3.15 LIDAR SOUNDER
A lidar sounder provides day and night vertical profiles of atmosi,heric
properties while viewing downward along the nadir. A narrow field of view (22°.)
sounder is flown on the primary and secondary platforms, providing coverage of
o
the earth to within ii of the poles on a twice daily basis.
LIDAR SOUNDER
KNOWL REQ 'T
<220 FOV)
MISS CAT
Pressure Profile
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Twice daily
WEATHER &
CLIMATE
Twice daily
AT_ [OSPHERE
Dai ly
3.16 IR SOUNDER
An IR sounder provides day and night vertical profiles of atmospheric propertie_
in the far IR range. A wide field of view (78 ° ) sounder is flown on the primar/
platform, providing twice daily coverage of the earth, including the poles.
IR SOUNDER <78 ° FOV)
=ss mT
KNOWL REQ 'T
Temperature Profile
Rate of Evaporation
DISASTER PRED. WEATHER &
& ASSESSMENT CLIMATE AT_DSPHERE
Twice daily
Daily
Twice dai ly
Daily
J_aily
T
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3.17 RADAR SOUNDER
A radar sounder provides vertical profiles of atmospheric properties while
viewing downward along the nadir. A wide field of view (78 °) sou_der is
flown on the primary and supplemental platforms, providing twice <iaily (morning
S- 12

and afternoon) coverage of the earth, including the poles, to comllement the
data collected by the VIS-IR vertical sounder.
O
RADAR SOUNDER (78 FOV)
MISS CAT
KNOWL REQ 'T
Storm/Flood Prediction
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Twice dai ly
f
3.18 IR DETECTOR
An IR detector provides day and night readings in the far IR rang_. A medium
field of view (TBD) detector is flown on the primary platform, prc_viding partial
coverage of the earth to within TBD of the poles on a twice daily basis.
IR DET (TBD FOV)
_MISS CAT
KNOWL REQ 'T
Wind Profile
ENVIRONMENTAL
qUALITY
Twice daily
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Twice daily
WFATHER &
CLIMATE
Daily
±
i s
T_
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3.19 IR POINTABLE DETECTOR
An IR pointable detector provides day and night readings in the far IR range
while viewing a selected target. A medium field of view (TBD) detector is
flown on the primary platform, providing coverage of selected targets any-
where on the earth_ including the poles_ on a daily basis.
IR POINT DET (TBD FOV)
_-_ MISS CAT
KNOWL REQ 'T_
Solar Constant
DISASTER PRED. WEATHER &
& ASSESSMENT CLIMATE
Daily Daily
%
+ _-
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3.20 UVMAPPER
A UVmapper provides imagery in the UV range.
implementation are TBD.
Mission objectives and
3.21 LIDARSPECTROMETER
A lidar spectrometer provides day and night multispectral imagery in the visible-
IR range. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
3.22 LIDARSCATTEROMETER
A lidar scatterometer provides day and night reflectance data in the visible-
IR range. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
3.23 LASER SOUNDER
A laser sounder provides day and night vertical profiles of atmosFheric
properties while viewing on a line of sight between two platforms_ Mission
objectives and implementation are TBD.
3.24 UV LIMB SOUNDER
A UV limb sounder provides vertical profiles of atmospheric properties by
viewing the earth's limb. Mission objectives and implementation ere TBD.
3.25 HHz RADAR SOUNDER
A MHz radar sounder provides vertical profiles of atmospheric properties while
viewing downward along the nadir. Mission objectives and implementation are TBb.
3.26 X-RAY DETECTOR
An X-ray detector provides readings of X-ray emissions from the e_rth's surface
and limb. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
S- 14
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3.27 GAMMA RAY DETECTOR
A _-ray detector provides readings of _-ray emissions from the earth's
surface and limb. Mission objectives and implementation are TBDo
3.28 EXTREI_IE UV DETECTOR
An EUV detector provides readings of the far-UV emissions from th_ earth's
surface and limb. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
3.29 DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM INTERROGATOR
A DCP interrogator accepts data dumps from DCPs that may be deployed through-
out the land and ocean areas of the earth. An Adaptive Multi-beam Phased
Array (AMPA) type of electrically pointed antenna would appear to be the
most attractive implementation concept. Mission objectives are T]_0.
3.30 FIELD/PARTICLE DETECTORS
Field and particle detectors include gravimeters, magnetometers, and sensors
measuring extraterrestrial partial behavior in the near earth environment.
Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
S-15/16
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MISSION SPECIFICATION
Geosynchronous Mission
13
_a-=
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document describes a generic geosynchronous mission that has been
developed to satisfy a range of objectives in the earth resources and environ-
mental discipline areas. The sensors that are assigned to this mission have
been selected through an analysis of measurement requirements and have been
examined for compatibility with the mission and with each other. The resulting
mission combines timely coverage of abrupt events with long term synoptic
surveillance.
The following sensors are assigned to this mission:
Geosynchronous Earth Observation System (GEOS)
Millimeter Wave Mapper
Geosynchronous Synthetic Aperture Radar (GEOSAR)
The following sensors may be included if mission requirements are established:
X-Ray Detector
_-Ray Detector
EUV Detector
2.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS
The following requirements pertain to the mission as a whole and cefine the
characteristics of the mission and its implementing elements.
2.1 MISSION OBJECTIVES
The generic geosynchronous mission meets requirements for immediate coverage
of abrupt events and long term surveillance of certain less dynamic phenomena.
The mission is designed to benefit from the continuous target coverage and
synoptic view provided by geosynchronous orbit. The mission is a_signed a
near-geostationary orbit to minimize seasonal lighting effect on target
coverage, with a small relative motion provided to satisfy GEOSAR requirements.
G-I
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2.2 MISSION PARAMETERS
The mission uses a geosynchronous orbit with an inclination of i° an
eccentricity of 0.009, and an argument of perigee of 90 ° . This p_oduces a
near-circular subsatellite track centered about fixed point on the earth's
equator. Viewing of earth targets that lie within about 60 ° of l_titude
and longitude of the fixed point is possible on a 24 hour basis, _ubject to
lighting constraints and GEOSAR incidence angle requirements.
Four platforms provide complete coverage of the earth between 60 ° north and
south latitude. (Coverage above 60 ° may be possible for some applications.)
The platforms are positioned to allow GEOSAR viewing of major lanci areas.
Their locations are-
105 ° W for North America, South America
165 ° E for Australia, East Asia
75 ° E for East Africa, West/South/Central Asia
15° W for Europe, West Africa
2.3 OPERATIONS
The GEOS generally operates during the daylight portion of each orbit. The
MW mapper and GEOSAR operate day or night as required. GEOS and the MW mapper
are pointed in a mapping mode or at specific targets of interest. GEOSAR is
operated in a mapping mode.
2.4 INSTALLATION
Platforms and sensors will be installed in orbit in accordance with STS
capabilities and practices existing in the 1990s. These may include LEO or GEO
assembly, modular buildup, and orbit transfer activities. Provision should be
made for sensor additions, modifications, or replacements, perfo_ed either on
orbit or by means of retrieval and reflight.
G-2
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2.5 MAINTENANCE
Platforms and sensors will be maintained during their operating ILfetime in
accordance with STS capabilities and practices existing in the 19_0s. Main-
tenance will be accomplished either on orbit or by means of retri_val and
re f light.
3.0 SENSOR REQUIREMENTS
The following requirements pertain to the individual sensors included in
the mission. Sensor descriptions and operating parameters are tr_Lced to mission
objectives and measurement requirements.
3.1 GEOSYNCHRONOUS EARTH OBSERVATION SYSTEM
GEOS is a large optical system in whose image plane is a two dime1:sional array
of Change Injection Devices (CIDs). The CIDs allow selected readouts and
continuous geometric image correction. Coarse, medium, or fine r_solution
imagery is provided by differentiated array geometry and variable readout
patterns. Coarse resolution imagery is obtained over a total fielid of view of
o
i , while fine resolution imagery is restricted to a 0.01 ° spot i_ the center
of the total field. Ground coverage is approximately 350 nmi (56_ km) square
for the wide field and 3_5 nmi (5.6 km) square for the high resolution spot.
The system is pointable to cover the entire visible portion of th_ earth.
G-3
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GEOS (I° FOV)
MISS CAT
KNOWL REq'T
Vegetation Identification
Vegetation Distribution
Plant Development
Plant Vigor
Plant Growth
Plant Stress
Soil Moisture
Grazing Intensity
Soil Surface Comp
Land Topography
AGRICU LTURE
90 days
90 days
15 days
15 days
15 days
15 days
Occasionally
Occasionally
RANGE MGT
90 days
90 days
15 days
15 days
15 days
15 days
60 days
Occasionally
Occasionally
FO_ESTRY
_early
Cearly
Yearly
Yearly
90 days
?0 days
30 days
()ccasionally
Vegetation Identification
Subsoil Composition
Buildings/Structures
Roads/Railroads
Mater Body Chemicals
!Plankton Distribution
Fish Location & Dist.
Fishing Patterns
Red Tides
GEOLOGICAL
RESOURCES
Occasionally
Occasionally
I LAND USE
90 days
90 days
W_TER RESOURCES
& OCEAN
! days
i days
Pal ly
I}aily
Daily
S CAT
Ocean Pollution
Oil Spill Surveillance
River/Lake Pollution
Storm/Flood Prediction
Structure/Flora Damage
Ocean Currents
Estuary Circulation
Shoreline Shifts
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY
Daily
Daily
Daily
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Twice daily
Daily
EARTH & OCEAN
DYNAMIC S
i5 days
90 days
Yearly
N _
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3.2 MILLIMETER WAVE MAPPER
A millimeter wave mapper provides all weather imagery in the high frequency (Q, u
w band) microwave region. Coarse resolution imagery is obtained over a total
O
field of view of 5 , which gives ground coverage of approximately 2000 nmi
G-4

(3200 kln) square. The mapper is pointable to cover the entire visible portion
of the earth.
O
M_4 MAP (5 FOV)
MISS CAT
KNOWL REQ'T
Soil Composition
AGRICU LTURE
Occasionally
RANGE MGT FOreSTRY
Occasionally Occasionally
_MISS CAT
KNOWLREQ'T
Storm/Flood Prediction
i
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Twice daily
3.3 GEOSYNCHRONOUS SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
The GEOSAR provides all weather imagery in the S-band microwave renge.
Medium resolution imagery is obtained by utilizing satellite moti(_n relative
o
to geostationary position. An orbit with an inclination of i , ar eccentricity
O
of 0.009, and an argument of perigee of 90 produces a near circular sub-
satellite track. A total field of view of i° gives an approximately 350 nmi
(560 kln) footprint on the earth. The antenna is side looking and is adjustable
in elevation. Target tracking is required for integration times L_f up to
700 sec per beam footprint.
O
MISS CAT
KNOWL RE_'T
Plant Density
Soil Moisture
Standing Timber
AGRICULTURE
15 days
RANGE MGT
15 days
15 days
FORI
Yearly
Yearly
G-5
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_. MISS CAT
KNOWL REQ'_
Standing Timber
Geo. Deposits/Formations
Ice Formations
Ocean Pollution
GEOLOGICAL
RESOURCES
Occasionally
LAND USE
Yearly
WATER RESOURCES
& OCE
5 day;
5 day_ z
2
CAT
Ice Formations
Earth Crustal Faults
DISASTER PRED.
& ASSESSMENT
Daily
EARTH & OCEAN
DYNAMICS
30 days
\ /
3.4 X-RAY DETECTOR
An X-ray detector provides readings of X-ray emissions from the e_rth's surface
and limb. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
3.5 GAMMA RAY DETECTOR
A _-ray detector provides readings of _-ray emissions from the _arth's surfac_
and limb. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
3.6 EXTREME UV DETECTOR
An EUV detector provides readings of the far-UV emissions from the earth's
surface and limb. Mission objectives and implementation are TBDo
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MISSION SPECIFICATION
Non Sun Synchronous, Non Geosynchronous Mission
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document describes a generic non sun synchronous, non geosynchronous
mission that has been developed to satisfy a broad range of objec[ives in the
earth resources and environmental discipline areas. The sensors that have been
assigned to this mission have been selected through an analysis oi measurement
requirements and have been examined for compatibility with the mission and with
each other. The resulting mission emphasizes all weather coverage of non-
dynamic phenomena.
The following sensors are assigned to this mission:
Microwave Mapper
Low Frequency Mapper
Lidar Mapper
Radar Mapper
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Spectral Mapper
Stereo Mapper
Pointab le Mapper
Laser Altimeter
The following sensors may be included if mission requirements are established:
UVMapper
Lidar Spectrometer
Laser Scatterometer
Laser Sounder
UV Limb Sounder
MHz Radar Sounder
X-Ray Detector
y-Ray Detector
DCP Interrogator
EUV Detector
Field/Plasma Sensors
2.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS
The following requirements pertain to the mission as a whole and define the
characteristics of the mission and its implementing elements.
2.1 MISSION OBJECTIVES
The generic non sun synchronous, non geosynchronous mission meets requirements
for high resolution coverage of non dynamic phenomena. The missio_l is designed
to provide complete coverage of the temperate and tropical zones of the earth
N-I
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on a 15 day repeat cycle. The mission has been assigned a relatirely high
altitude to minimize orbit decay for a large platform with a low i_allistic
coefficient. Emphasis is on microwave and active sensors that ar_ insensitive
to the day/night cycle.
2.2 MISSION PARAMETERS
The mission uses an orbit at an altitude of 880 nmi (1630 km) and an inclination
O
of 60 . This orbit provides a 15 day repeat cycle with 181 revolutions. Com-
O
plete coverage of the tropics and the temperate zones to 61 norti_ and south
is obtained every 15 days by sensors whose total field of view is i0°.
A single platform carries a full complement of sensors for narrow field (I0 °)
coverage of the temperate and tropical zones on a 15-day cycle, orbital
O
precession (_ 6 /day) causes constantly changing lighting conditions for which
no apparent optimum variation exists; hence launch time and first nodal
crossing are unconstrained.
2.3 OPERATIONS
Nicrowave and active sensors operate day or night as required. The passive
optical sensors operate only during the daylight portion of the orbit. The
pointable mapper observes descrete targets which it acquires and tracks when
lighting conditions are right.
2.4 INSTALLATION
Platform and sensors will be installed in orbit in accordance witI_ STS practices
and capabilities existing in the 1990s. These may include direct injection,
modular buildup, and orbit transfer activities. Provision should i_e made for
sensor additions, modifications, or replacements, performed either on orbit
or by means of retrieval and reflight.
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2.5 MAINTENANCE
Platform and sensors will be maintained during their operating liietime in
accordance with STS capabilities and practices existing in the 19!i0s. Main-
tenance will be accomplished wither on orbit or by means of retrieval and
reflight.
3.0 SENSOR REQUIREMENTS
The following requirements pertain to the individual sensors included in the
mission. Sensor descriptions and operating parameters are traced to mission
objectives and measurement requirements.
3.1 MICROWAVE MAPPER
An MW mapper provides all weather imagery in the microwave range. Surface
resolution and penetration are dependent on operating frequency ard antenna
size. One or more antennas are operated at several frequencies a_d view
along the nadir.
MW MAP (I0° FOV)
CAT
Soil Moisture
Soil Composition
AGRICULTURE
15 days
Occasionally
RANGE MGT
Occasionally
FOP0!STRY
Occasionally
z
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3.2 lOW FREQUENCY MAPPER
A low frequency mapper provides all weather imagery in the metric/decimetric
microwave range (I, G, P, L, S band). One antenna views along the nadir.
O
lOw F MAP (i0 FOV)
MISS CAT
KNOWL REQ 'T
Method of Cultivation
AGRICULTURE
Yearly
N-3

3.3 LIDAR MAPPER
7
A lidar mapper provides day and night monochromatic imaging in th< visible-IR
range. The mapper views along the nadir.
LIDAR MAP (I0 ° FOV_
MISS CAT
KNpWL REQ 'T
Building/Structures
Roads/Railroads
Land Topography
AGRICULTURE RANGE MGT 1AND USE
Occasionally Occasionally
90 days
90 days
CAT
Shoreline Shifts
OC N
DYNAMICS /__
Yearly /
3.4 RADAR MAPPER
A radar mapper provides all weather imagery in the microwave rang_.
or aft-looking antenna is flown.
A fore
- --=
Z7
CAT
Plant Density
Soil Moisture
Standing Timber
AGRICULTURE
15 days
RANGE MGT
15 days
15 days
FO_ESTRY
Yearly
Y_ arly
CAT
Standing Timber
1AND USE
Yearly
N-4

3.5 SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
A SAR provides all weather imagery in the microwave range.
(northward) antenna is flown.
A sid_- looking
_MISS CAT
KNOWL REQ 'T
Standing Timber
FORESTRY
Yearly
1AND USE
Yearly
3.6 SPECTRAL MAPPER
A spectral mapper provides multispectral imagery in the visible-l_ range.
The mapper views along the nadir.
O
SPECT MAP (i0 FOV)
Vegetation Identification
Vegetation Distribution
?lant Stress
Soil Moisture
Soil Surface Comp
AGRICULTURE
90 days
90 days
15 days
Occasionally
RANGE MGT
90 days
90 days
15 days
Occasiona ily
FORk STRY
Yea_ ly
Yearly
90 days
30 days
Occasionally
_=_
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3.7 STEREO MAPPER
A stereo mapper provides monochromatic or polychromatic overlappin_ imagery
in the visible-IR range. The mapper views along the nadir.
STEREO MAP (i0 ° FOV)
KN_CAT
Buildings/Structures
Roads/Railroads
Land Topography
AGRICULTURE
Occasionally
RANGE MGT
Occas iona 1ly
LANI: USE
90 days
90 lays
N-5

CAT
Shoreline Shifts
EARTH & OCEAN
DYNAMICS
Yearly
3.8 POINTABLE MAPPER
A pointable mapper provides imagery in the vislble-IR range while viewing a
selected target.
POINT MAP (TBD FOV)
KNOWL REQ 'T
Plant Development
Plant Vigor
Plant Growth
Grazing Intensity
MISS CAT
AGRICULTURE
15 days
15 days
15 days
RANGE MGT
15 days
15 days
15 days
60 days
FORESTRY
Yea _ y
Yea J y
90 cays
3.9 lASER ALTIMETER
A laser altimeter provides day and night ranging data in the visi_le-IR range.
The altimeter views along the nadir.
KNOWLREQ'T
Land Topography
MISS CAT
IAND USE
90 days
_-_=
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3oi0 UV MAPPER
A UV mapper provides imagery in the UV range.
implementation are TBD.
Mission objective_ and
T
3. II LIDAR SPECTROMETER
A lidar spectrometer provides day and night multispectral imagery in the visible
IR range. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
3.12 LIDAR SCATTERO_TER
A lidar scatterometer provides day and night reflectance data in _:he visible-
IR range. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
3. 13 lASER SOUNDER
A laser sounder provides day and night vertical profiles of atmos,heric
properties while viewing on a line of sight between two platforms= Mission
objectives and implementation are TBD.
3.14 UV LI_ SOUNDER
A UV limb sounder provides vertical profiles of atmospheric properties by
viewing the earth's limb. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
3.15 _NIz RADAR SOUNDER
A MHz radar sounder provides verticaL_profiles of atmospheric pro}erties while
viewing downward along the nadir. Mission objectives and impleme_ tation are TBi).
3.16 X-RAY DETECTOR
An X-ray detector provides readings of X-ray emissions from the e_rth's surface
and limb. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
N-7
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3. 17 GAM_bl PJ_Y DETEC'II)R
A _-ray detector provides readings of _-ray emissions from the earth's
surface and limbo Mission objectives and implementation are TBD,
3. 18 EXTREME UV DETECTOR
An EUV detector provides readings of the far-UV emissions from th_ earth's
surface and limb. Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
3.19 DATA COLLECTION PLATFO_ INTERROGATOR
A DCP interrogator accepts data dumps from DCPs that may be deployed through-
out the land and ocean areas of the earth. An Adaptive Multi-bea_t Phased
Array (AMPA) type of electrically pointed antenna would appear to be the
most attractive implementation concept. Mission objectives are TLD.
3.20 FIEld/PARTICLE DETECTORS
Field and particle detectors include gravimeters, magnetometers, _:nd sensors
measuring extraterrestrial partial behavior in the near earth environment.
Mission objectives and implementation are TBD.
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APPENDIX C
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
I. GENERAL
2. TASK DESCRIPTIONS
2.1 TASK i
2.2 TASK 2
2.3 TASK 3
2.4 TASK 4
2.5 TASK 5
2.6 TASK 6
MISSION OBJECTIVE DEFINITION
IDENTIFICATION OF REQUIRED SENSORS
OPERATING REQU IREMENTS
MISS ION COMPAT IB ILITY
SENSOR COMPLEMENT SELECTION
MISSION DEFINITION
3. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
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1.0 GENERAL
This plan outlines and describes the tasks to be performed durin_ the
contract period for the generation of three generic mission clas;
specifications. The specifications for the three classes (sun-sjnchronous,
non-sun-synchronous and geosynchronous) will be documented as se_}arate
specifications and submitted as the final report to this contract:.
Section 2 of this plan contains the detailed contract task descz ptions
and describes the activities incorporated in each task, identify;ng their
required inputs and resultant outputs. Each task is constructed to
generate data required for the logical development of the mission speci-
fications and allows iterative assessment, when required, to optimize
the task results.
Section 3 contains the contract task and milestone schedule depicting
significant milestone dates and contract reporting events°
2.0 TASK DESCRIPTIONS
The contract tasks described in this section are derived from, a_d are
parallel to, our approach described in the Study Proposal. Each task
contributes to the development of the mission specifications by ceveloping
the necessary inputs to specify (i) mission categories, (2) mission
objectives), (3) measured parameters, (4) sensor descriptions, a_d (5)
mission parameters.
2.1 TASK I MISSION OBJECTIVE
A thorough review of our in-house mission data base consisting oi TERSSE,
Outlook for Space, EVAL, PLACE, Nimbus, etc., coupled with the JIlL GSS
C-3
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study will be the mechanism for determining the initial set of applicable
mission objectives. These objectives will then be grouped into _heir
related earth resources and environmental categories and presented at the
contract kick-off meeting for customer review and approval. Sub4equent
to their approval_ the categorized objectives will be assessed to identify
their measurement requirements and their applicability to space or non-
space sensing. Those objectives/categories applicable to space _elated
sensing will form the baseline for the study and provide the inp_its for
the mission categories and mission objectives in the three mission
specifications.
2.2 TASK 2 CANDIDATE SENSORS
Sensor candidates for this task will be limited to those already identified
and characterized in at least a preliminary manner in studies su_:h as
TERSSE, PLACE, GSS circa 1995_ etc. Exceptions may be made if tle mission
objective task results in definition of mission parameters which are con-
sidered vital_ but for which no suitable sensor candidate definition
Z =-
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exists. Further_ the candidate sensors identified as a result of this
task will be limited to those that are rated at least "semi-credible" on
the PLACE credibility scale.
With the mission objectives and their measurement parameters known from
Task I, the data base of "known" sensors will be surveyed and one or
more candidates for each measurement will be identified and assigned a
suitability value based upon the desirable characteristics for use in a
future space platform system. This suitability value will be derived from
consideration of the contribution to these selection criteria:
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o Ability to make the required measurement with the required
accuracy
o Ability of the sensor to contribute to multiple mission _bjectives
o Be typical of expected future challenges (e.g., vibratiol and
control jitter, cryogenic temperatures, etc.)
o Incorporate a technology state of the art not expected t_ be
obsolete ten years from now.
o Possibility of synergistic results when combined with otter
sensor candidates.
2.3 TASK 3 OPERATING REQUIREMENTS
Sensor operating requirements determine the orbits in which the _ensor can
operate, and define the operation of the sensor in orbit. Requirement
parameters that are important to this study will be identified bj examining
sensor performance data developed in Task 2, and anticipating compatibility
criteria to be used in subsequent tasks. Each candidate sensor _Jill be
considered in turn and its operating requirements will be deters:ned. The
operating requirements will define acceptable ranges of orbit parameters
and will describe on orbit sensor operations in sufficient detaii to permit
identification of operational incompatibilities. The individual sensor
requirements data will be collected in a matrix to provide visibzlity for
the compatibility analyses. The matrix will list operating requTrements
for each sensor, including alternate implementations and variabl_
t
± -
requirements sets.
2.4 TASK 4 MISSION COMPATIBILITY
This task will establish the compatibility of candidate sensors _ith
various orbits in each of the three mission classes. Criteria for first
C-5

order compatibility will be established_ including allowable altitudes
and inclinations, targets to be viewed, and repeat cycle require,_nts.
Additional considerations such as sun angle limits_ time of year_ obliquity
allowed/required_ and success probability per attempt will be included.
Operating requirements ranges established in Task 3 will be compared to
determine sensor compatibility with various potential orbits. T_ese orbits
will be selected to satisfy specific requirements for target cow rage,
repeat cycles 2 and measurement quality for certain individual ser sors;
they will cover the range of orbits within each of the three miseion
classes. The suitability of these orbits for other sensors will be examined
and rated as "acceptable," "marginal," or "unacceptable." "Acceptable" will
signify that the sensor in question could function in that particular orbit
with no significant degradation of its performance and measuremen= capability.
"Marginal" will mean that the sensor would operate at less than its full
capability if that particular orbit were used, but that useful measurement
information could be obtained. '"Unacceptable" will rule out the potential
orbit as far as that sensor is concerned.
The result of this effort will be definitions of sensor groups theft could
be flown in specific orbits in each of the three mission classes. Using
stringently constrained sensors or other core-emphasis sensors as starting
points, mission compatible sensor groups will be identified. The resulting
sensor groups will be subjectively evaluated 3 and those deemed mo_t suitable
for study purposes will be carried forward to Task 5.
C-6
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2.5 TASK 5 SENSOR COMPLEMENTS
This task will evaluate the mission compatible sensor groups ide_itified
in Task 4 for operations compatibility. Criteria for second order compati-
bility will be established based on key operations requirements _dentified
for the candidate sensors. Ranges of requirements for the sensocs within
each mission compatible group will be compared. The core or empilasis
sensor in each group will be baselined, and the operation of the other sensors
will be judged "acceptable," "marginal," or "unacceptable" in relation
to the baseline. "Marginal" and "unacceptable" operations can rusult
from impact of baseline on sensor, sensor on baseline, or both°
Sensors found "acceptable" will be retained in the mission compaL ible
group. "Marginal" sensors will be retained only if their missioT
compatibility is not also "marginal." The resulting compatible groups
will be given a final check for non-baseline sensor-to-sensor compatibility
and will be carried forward into Task 6.
2.6 TASK 6 MISSION DEFINITIONS
Missions will be defined through a logical approach of establish:ing
mission assessment criteria for the envisioned sensing platform's physical
and operational capabilities, defining an emphasis flight objective and
testing sensor groupings to these criteria.
z =--
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Each sensor group will have an emphasis sensor/objective as the key element
to that mission. Additional sensors will be combined to the emphasis sensor
to augment that mission objective while complying with mission constraints.
Should a sensor complement exceed the parameters of the platform constraints,
C-7

the group will be modified and/or reassigned to additional platforms.
Requirements for fleet size will be determined from the measure_nt
requirements and sensor concepts identified to meet the mission objectives.
The results of this assessmentwill be a general grouping of platform
sensors organized by orbital configuration and complying with it_ plat-
form constraints and the logistics of the STS. From these groupings,
mission specifications for the three classes of orbits will be g,_nerated,
identifying their particular mission categories, mission objectires,
measuredparameters, sensor descriptions and mission parameters.
3.0 IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULING
The performance of the Mission Specification Study will be in accordance
with the schedule shown in Figure 3-1. This schedule is in compliance
with the requirements of the RFP. The major part of the study e_fort will
be accomplished in the first two months of the study.
The study commences with identification of mission objectives fo_ earth
resources and environmental disciplines_ extending the PLACE study baseline
to additional mission categories. Candidate sensors are then identified,
their operating requirements are defined, and mission compatibility is
assessed. Sensor complements for three generic mission classes ere defined,
using selection criteria developed from mission objectives and sensor
compatibilities. The resulting missions are defined in sufficient detail
to establish orbit parameters, sensor characteristics, and operational
requirements. The output of the study is a final report containing sur_nary
presentation material and mission specifications that relate and define
mission categories, mission objectives, measured parameters, sensor comple-
ments, and mission parameters for the three generic mission classes.
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In addition to the required oral review two months after contrae_ start,
informal reviews are scheduled during the first and fourth weeks of the
contract. The first week's review is a kick-off meeting at whiciL the
Implementation Plan will be finalized and initial study directioJ_ will be
defined. The fourth week's review is a mid-term meeting at whic)_ mission
objectives, candidate sensors, and operating requirements will be dis-
cussed, along with direction for the second month of the study.
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